A novel approach is presented for ftilly automated boundary extraction and rectification of bony tissue from planar CT data. The approach extracts and rectifies feature boundary in a hierarchical fashion. It consists of a fuzzy multilevel thresholding operation, followed by a small void cleanup procedure. Then a binary morphological boundary detector is applied to extract the boundary. However, defective boundaries and undesirable artifacts may still be present. Thus two innovative anatomical knowledge based algorithms are used to remove the undesired structures and refine the erroneous boundary. Results of applying the approach on lumbar Cl' images are presented, with a discussion of the potential for clinical application of the approach.
INTRODUCTION
Three-dimensional medical models are increasingly important in diagnosis and surgery planning. They are usually reconstructed from two-dimensional medical image data such as CT and MRI scans. To this end, they require some form of tissue classification, or more generally, image segmentation and boundary detection. The set ofboundaries of an anatomical feature serves as the input for later 3D surface or solid model reconstruction' . In CT images, feature boundaries obtained by conventional convolution-based edge detection algorithms, such as Sobel, Robert, Canny and Kirsch detectors, are often unsatisfactory due to partial volume effect and noise effect. Though many adaptive edge tracing techniques have been developed2', a certain amount ofhuman intervention is often needed.
The segmentation problem for CT data is complicated. The solution depends on a large number of internal and external factors. Internal factors are related to the scanned specimen and refer to the inherent properties such as density, shape and geometric variance of the feature. External factors relate to the parameters of the scanning process such as image contrast, resolution, signal to noise ratio, slice thickness, data set size, and presence of artifacts. Owing to these factors, it is extremely difficult to develop a universal approach for all segmentation tasks without applying a priori knowledge. Also, for accurate volume reconstruction, small slice thicknesses are often required, which leads to large data sets. The need for higher levels of automation ofthe segmentation process grows with the size ofthe data set.
A range of approaches has been proposed for extracting structure boundaries with varying levels of automation and practical applicability. Barrett In this paper we propose an automatic approach, operating on two-dimensional CT data sets, which aims to extract an accurate boundaiy of the bony tissue. This approach begins with multilevel thresholding to generate an initial binary image. The white region in the image is considered as the region of interest (ROl). A small void removal algorithm fills up the tiny holes inside the ROT. To eliminate artifacts, an artifact removal algorithm is used that applies anatomical knowledge.
Contours are then traced out by a binary boundary detector. The erroneous boundaiy segments are rectified in a later step by a knowledge-based algorithm.
METHODOLOGY
The approach can be divided into five distinct functional steps: fi.izzy multilevel thresholding, small void removal, binaiy morphological boundary detector, knowledge-based artifact removal and knowledge-based boundary rectification. Figure 1 shows a block diagram illustrating the approach for boundary extraction and rectification. 
Fuzzy Multilevel Thresholding
A CT image contains pixels that are expressed in discrete grey levels. A histogram of grey levels can show characteristic intensity ranges for major anatomical classes including soft tissue, bony tissue, fat and empty space regardless of the presence of noise and artifacts. This is because the intensity shown depends on the spatial density of the scanned object. If an object is homogeneous and its density is distinct from the surrounding objects, its grey level would be obviously observable in the histogram. The lower the density, the darker the appearance. For example, bony tissue is always white whereas empty space is dark. It is impossible to represent an anatomical class by a unique grey level due to the heterogeneity of anatomical structures, presence of statistical noise and beam hardening effect Instead, an intensity range can be used to represent that anatomical class. The range is not fixed for each class and a class range may be different for different scans. Hence, with the aid of a grey level histogram, a CT image can be modelled by a multi-modal histogram as shown in Figure 2 . Each anatomical object can be approximated by a normal distribution curve with a peak and a certain standard deviation. Under this assumption, an intensity range for an object can be measured from the trough on the left of a peak to the trough on the right of that peak. Two observations lead us to a thresholding approach for Initial segmentation. Firstly, the bony tissue is quite homogeneous. Therefore, there is a good chance of finding a well-defined range in the grey level histogram to represent it. Secondly, regardless of the CT scan setting, the image intensity of the bony tissue is generally distinct from the other tissues.
Therefore, a single range of grey levels can be used to represent the bone in a particular scan, and separate it from the other entities. This does not mean, however, that any such intensity range will represent exclusively the object. , 1500 1000 500 Figure 3 . A grey level histogram without two conspicuously distinct peaks.
In general, the threshold is located at the obvious and deep valley of the histogram. Nevertheless, when the valley is not so obvious as shown in Figure 3 , it is very difficult to detennine the threshold. Fuzzy set theory has been applied to address this issue and obtained remarkable results9. It essentially partitions the image space into meaningful regions by minimizing the measure of fuzziness of the image. The measure is commonly expressed by entropy. As a CT scan contains more than two objects, multilevel thresholding is needed.
Consider the image X as a set of size M xN with L grey levels and x, is the grey level of the pixel located at (m,n). Let /4('Xm) denote the membership value which represents the degree of belonging to a certain class by this pixel. px(X,,,,,)is a real number bounded by 10, 1J. In fuzzy set notation, the image setXcan be written as Let h(g.) be the frequency at grey levelg. Suppose there are K classes separated by K-I thresholds tj1. T2 TK.J). where T1 < T2 < . . < T. The average grey level of the th class is:
The average grey levels can be regarded as the target values of different classes for the given set of threshold values (T1, 12 TK.J), The relationship between a pixel and its belonging region should depend on the absolute difference of its grey level and the target value of its belonging class. Hence, the membership function which evaluates this relationship for the pixel at location (m, n) can be defined as:
where C is a constant so chosen that 1/2 IJX(X,,.,) 1.
The entropy based on the Shannon's function is defined as:
Detennining the optimal threshold values for a given image is a heuristic process, that is. every possible combination of thresholds must be taken into account. If a threshold combination gives the lowest E, it is most probably the best solution. Sometimes, the threshold found is not necessarily located at the deepest valley between two peaks. To remedy this. Huang and Wang1° suggested to find a better threshold within a predefined fuzz)' range. Theoretically, the threshold should have a better chance of being located at the real valley and give better results. The result of this thresholding operation on a typical axial spine cross-sectional image is shown in Figure 4 . Procedures for correcting misclassified regions are described in the following sections. ., i nresholded image 2.2. Small Void Removal Algorithm Sing1epixe1 objects in background and single-pixel holes in an object of a binary image, referred to as salt-and-pepper noise, are often the result of propagation of uncorrelated noise in the original image through some binarization process. They can be easily detected as their grey levels are different from their neighbours. They can be removed by changing their grey levels. However, small, insignificant holes of several pixels in size in the object or small noisy regions in the background are difticult to be eliminated. The proposed algorithm is based on a region-growing technique and attempts to get rid of small voids by checking the size of them. Suppose we have a binaiy image with both background and holes in black (label value = 0) and object in white (label value = 1). The first step is to separate the background and the holes into two groups by labelling the pixels with different values. We select a background pixel as a seed. Using this seed pixel, the neighbouring pixels will be checked whether they are background pixels. If a neighbour pixel has the same grey level as the seed pixel, it will be marked as "2" and form another seed. The process is called region-growing and continues until no more seed is detected. Now we have an image with three distinct groups: background (label value 2), objects (label value = 1) and voids (label value 0). Next, we find the starting seed of the first void by finding the first pixel of label value "0".
Once the starting seed is found, it is marked as "3" and the region keeps on growing until there is no more pixels within the connected region that can be regarded as seeds. The following step is to calculate the area of region marked with "3". If the area is smaller than the area threshold value, it is considered as a small region and will be filled out with object label value (i.e. 1). Otherwise, it will be marked with background label value (i.e. 2). These procedures repeat until no more cavities are detected. We found empirically that an area threshold of about 50 is adequate. The result of this operation is shown in 
Binary Morphological Boundary Detector
After obtaining the desired object regions in an image, the boundaries can be identified by a binary morphological boundary detector. The pixels on the boundary of an object are those that have at least one neighbour that belongs to the background. They can be extracted by binary erosion with a simple structuring element Erosion11, also known as thinning, is defined as a transformation C =A ê B, which combines sets A and B in N-space RN following
B is called the structuring element of the erosion. A structuring element must be predefined before a morphological operation. A morphological boundary detector can be designed using the fact that erosion by a simple structuring element removes the boundary pixels. This means that the boundary can be stripped away using erosion. Subtracting the eroded image from the original image gives the boundary. The operation essentially "peels away" from set A an outer layer of elements, detennined by the size and shape ofthe structuring element. This detector is defined as:
where Ainput binary image, Boundary = A -(A e simple) 
Knowledge-based Artifact Removal Algorithm
The boundary detection procedure described in the previous section generates contours which represent the desired tissue as well as other undesired structures. The undesired structures can be artifacts or noise. Noise usually has a small size, in the range of 1 to 10 pixels. We can easily remove them by setting an area threshold, Te. Although there are various types of artifacts such as streak artifacts, cupping artifacts, motion artifacts, foreign body artifacts, etc., most of them can be eliminated or reduced significantly by the post-processing algoritluns ofthe CT scanners except the foreign body type. Thus in our study, the primaiy concern is the artifact caused by the foreign, artificial objects. For example, the containers holding the specimen during scanning possess similar grey levels as the target object. An instance, depicting this, is shown in Figure  7 (a). In order to remove this type ofartifact, it must be recognized first. The proposed approach uses knowledge-based rules associated with anatomical knowledge. Spinal structures seldom have long, narrow, elongated shapes in their cross-sections. I_f such a shape is found, it can be safely regarded as artifact A rule for this generic shape makes use of the length of the object skeleton and the area of the object. A skeleton'2 is the medial axis or line of symmetry of an object. Since the skeleton of a long, thin object occupies a large proportion of the area of that object, a threshold can be selected to identify artifacts. Rules for identifying noise and artifact are set out as follows: (b)Contour of(a).
Boundary Rectification Algorithm
Although boundaries are found and artifacts are eliminated by the algorithms reported in the previous sections. the boundaries are raw and bound to contain errors. The errors include incorrect position of extracted edge pixels due to noise, under-segmentation or over-segmentation. Thus we need to identify the erroneous pixels first. Nonetheless, it is very difficult to differentiate between erroneous and correct edge pixels as there is no obvious difference between theni. The example shown in Figure 8 (a) has four incorrect boundaries. The original piece is a single entity without the indicated small gaps. In order to rectify the boundary, the gaps should be eliminated and linked at its opening. To circunivent this issue, a priori knowledge or edge information from the original image is needed. The knowledge can be divided into two types: macroscopic and microscopic. Macroscopic knowledge involves spatial relationship between contours, characteristic shape of a specific contour, etc. The microscopic level refers to the relations of neighbourhood for each edge pixel. The relations can be intensity gradient and edge strength'3 in the original image. Adopting both of them, we propose a novel knowledgebased rectification algorithm which considers the topology of every regional skeleton and the Eucidean distance of the skeleton endpoints. It consists of two parts. The first part is to identify the erroneous edge segments by locating their corresponthng start and end points. The second part fonns new proper edge segments to replace the erroneous ones. In this stage, the suggested proper edge segments is simply a straight line. This may not be very accurate in some situations but is a good alternative in the absence of further information.
The algorithm starts with the generation of the skeleton for every contour. Since the skeleton may not touch the contour, extrapolation with the use of skeleton end pixels and their neighbours is performed in order to extend the skeleton to touch the contour. Between each pair of skeleton end points, the Euclidean distance, dE, and the travelling distance along the skeleton, d, are calculated to find out the suspected erroneous edge segments. The erroneous edge segments can be determined by the following two criteria:
The ratio of -p-<TR, where TR is the rectification threshold value. dT 2. The linear path between each pair of skeleton end points must not intersect any interior part of the region.
If a pair of skeleton end points satisfy both criteria, then a false edge segment exists between the end points. After determining the false edge segment, the original edge segment is deleted and a straight-line segment is introduced. From the data sets available, the rectification threshold, TR. is determined empirically as 0.1. Figure 8 
RESULTS
20 different CT scans acquired on a CT scanner using the "bone" setting were used to test the proposed approach. The image size is 512 x 512 pixels with 8 bits per pixel.
The results of these test runs are encouraging. The total processing time for each scan using a Pentium-Il 233MHz system is 10-15 minutes. The most time-consuming operation is Fuzzy Multilevel Thresholding which takes about 60% of the total processing time for each image. The resulting contours in white are superimposed on the grey-scale CT images as shown in Figure 9 . Figure 9 (a) shows a thoracic vertebra section. It is observed that the white contours lie more or less on the actual boundaiy of the bony tissue. Figure 9 (b) shows a lumbar vertebra section. It is noted that the gap between the superior articular process and inferior articular process on the right is mistaken as bony tissue. The reason is that the intervertebral disc possesses an intensity range between bone and soft tissue.
The Fuzzy Multilevel Thresholding operation generated thresholds which were consistently adequate. The small void removal and artifact removal algorithms successfi.tlly removed small holes and possible artifacts respectively. The boundary rectification algorithm effectively corrected erroneous boundaries. In all the 20 cases, the bone contour was detected correctly in a large majority of slices. Incidental thresholding problems were invariably related to imperfections in the original image and presence of very narrow gaps. For example, in Figure  9 (b), part of the interveflebral disc is misidentified as bony tissue. Also, one of the gaps between the inferior articular process and the superior articular process is fused into a single contour. Severe partial volume effects near these regions also complicated the segmentation task For some of the test images with small bony portions (near the ends of a vertebra), bone fragments were misclassified as artifacts and removed. Other errors are encountered incidentally, such as the inability to remove artifacts that are connected to bony tissues. 
DISCUSSION
The approach presented in this paper is dedicated to bony tissue. An interactive editing tool would be a useful supplement. Most of the boundary extraction errors discussed in the previous section can be reduced or eliminated by refining the proposed algoritluns, such as employing better definition of artifacts, introducing more knowledge in the knowledge base, and improving the knowledge representation scheme.
Although the algorithms are specific to bony tissue, the key concepts presented in this paper can be extended to other tissues. The grey-level based fuzzy multilevel thresholding is an effective tool for automatic segmentation of other structures. The knowledge-based artifact removal algorithm has the potential of eliminating more types of artifacts if more domain knowledge are included in the knowledge base. For the knowledge-based boundary rectification process, it has a great potential to improve the boundaiy accuracy if more erroneous boundaries are defined.
CONCLUSION
We wish to conclude with some remarks about the accuracy of the detected contours. The results presented in this paper have been evaluated by a CT expert and were found to be promising. The visual inspection is a sufficient method to determine the correctness of the detected contours. An alternative is to let CT experts interactively mark the features of interest and compare the results by Pratt's evaluator'4.
This work highlights some difficulties involved in reliable boundary extraction and rectification of CT images. It calls for techniques that are tolerant of the noise and artifacts present. The contours found by our algorithms are generated by global intensity thresholds which exploit the histogram information. The thresholding are less sensitive to local noise. The contour locations may not be optimal due to non-removable noise and artifacts in some cases. Research on reliable algorithms for modification of complex contours to better correspond with actual edge locations is in a beginning stage.
One particular benefit of this work is that it creates a closed outer contour, making the CT slices more suitable for conversion into surface or solid models.
